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Report on the presentation of Ingrid Schirmer-Saneff and Angelika Thal 
at the ACDCA Conference in Portoroz, July 2000. 
 
We told the audience about a project currently in use in its trial phase at our high school in 
Berndorf, Austria. The project is geared towards 9th graders who are using the TI92 for the 
first time. We are convinced that the teaching with the support of a computer algebra system 
as used by the TI92 has to lead to new methods of assessment as well.  
 The presentation focused on the way traditional exams were enriched or replaced by 
different, new exam formats. During the project, the 6 usual tests of 50 minutes each were 
replaced by 3 written tests per semester that varied in both allotted time and aims of 
assessment. At the onset of each semester students took a 30-minute exam geared towards 
testing their ability to perform calculations by hand and handling the TI92, respectively. The 
second, 100-minute exam was open-book and aimed at assessing students' problem solving 
skills. It was followed by a 20-minute quiz that covered the material presented in students' 
oral talks or in "focus papers" throughout the semester. In addition to these written forms of 
assessment Ingrid introduced the idea of these yearly "focus papers" and oral presentations 
thereof done by each student each year. The independent research, experiments and reading 
for the focus papers help students integrate math skills and the use of English across the 
curriculum as they rely on material from the areas of physics, finance and economics written 
in English. 
 In short, the assessment has been remodeled to fit the new teaching situation and we 
hope for positive backwash to the learning with the TI92 in class. It seems logical to look for 
test formats that would further motivate the kind of teaching done in the project, and the ones 
used at our school seem to have worked for both teachers and students over the course of the 
past semesters.  
 Dr. Heugl introduced the short handling tests in his presentation (you can probably 
find one of those tests in his report) and we did therefore not touch upon them in our talk. You 
are, however, welcome, of course, to discuss them with us via email. We'd be glad to share 
our thoughts and experiences. 
 We presented the problem solving tests in some greater detail by showing the text and 
solution to some of the problems. In doing so we wanted to exemplify the kinds of skills 
needed on the part of the students, especially those skills that go beyond the scope of 
traditional testing. 
 Last but not least, we talked about the focus papers and the organizational details for 
handling the work connected with them. There was a list of focus topics as given to the 
classes, and we showed some examples of handouts and additional material provided by the 
students for their colleagues when they presented their focus papers. At the end of our 
presentation we showed the audience a short video extract so that they could get an idea of the 
student presentations. 
 Before opening the floor for discussion and questions or the sharing of experience 
with new assessment models, we commented briefly on parents', students' and teachers' 
reactions to the project as run at Berndorf right now. 
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 In essence, we propose a three-tier model of assessment: The 6 usual tests of 50 
minutes each are replaced by 3 written tests per semester that vary in both allotted time and 
aims of assessment.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
TIER 1: HANDLING EXAMS 
 

As mentioned above, please consult Dr. Heugl's report for a copy of handling exams as 
they were used in our project. 
 
 
TIER 2: PROBLEM-SOLVING EXAMS 
 

Let us now turn directly to the problem solving exams: As you have read in the 
introduction, the second tests of each semester are 100 minutes long and geared towards 
assessing students' problem-solving skills. They are open-book exams, which means that 
students are not only allowed but encouraged to use all resources available to them as 
individuals in order to solve the given problems. They can bring any books, their class notes 
and, of course, their TI92 with whatever programs they have written and saved in it.  
 We have to say in advance that students still found this kind of test to be the most 
difficult of all the test formats used in the project. This was also reflected in the resulting 
grades, which were even worse in the second semester.  
 On the whole we noticed that students' motivation decreased drastically towards the 
end of the school year, but that seems to be a common problem without special connection to 
the kind of teaching and testing done in our project. 
 As far as the handling of the TI92 is concerned, we found students to be surprisingly 
comfortable with the computer. In the preparation phase of the project we worried about those 
students less used to working with computers, especially since there are no, or virtually no, 
tutors who are competent in that area. It didn't turn out to be a great problem, 'though. It 
seems that the current generation of teenagers is generally more used to handling computers. 
 When you think about what we call the "scissors effect", that is, good students 
becoming better and weak students becoming even weaker, it does appear through this new 
kind of exam. But one has to mention that there are also a few students who didn't perform 
well at the handling tests and could show their skills much better when it came to the applied-
math problems that called for creative solutions. With the low number of students who 
partook in our project, namely 35, it is hard to actually detect a trend, so all we can do is make 
suggestions as to the effects these new methods would have on the whole. 
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 When you now look at a few of the problems presented to the students in the new 
exams, please keep in mind that they represent a considerable difficulty in so far as the 
students need to adapt to the kinds of studying that have to precede the different kinds of 
learning that is assessed here. 
 

2nd TEST 
Type: Open-book exam with TI92 
Time: 100 minutes 
 
1.) max.mobil (see adjunct 1) 

When you compare the monthly basic rate of the various tariff models to the price of 1-
minute units for calls to the Austrian phone net in the time of MO � FR; 7am � 8pm you 
will see that the unit price for calls is reduced as the basic rate increases. 
a) Produce a table and introduce / describe a linear function that approximates this 

relationship. Mention explicitly all parameters used on the TI 92 leading to the 
window in which you graph the regression and the 3 ordered pairs. Draw the graphics 
window into your exercise book. 

b) If this function represented a meaningful business-like relationship, what amount per 
minute would max.mobil have to charge its clients in case there were a tariff model 
without a basic rate? 

c) Interpret a) and b) ! 
 
Extra credit: 
a) Read through the mobilkom tariffs of A1 and attribute them to the various respective tariff 

models of max.mobil. Which strategy do the managers of the mobile nets have? Discuss 
your findings! 

b) Formulate and answer questions to go with problem 4.)! 
 
MAX.MOBIL SOLUTION GRAPH  
 

 
 
 
MAX.MOBIL ADJUNCTS !!!  (Appendix A) 
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As you can see from the problem given and the adjuncts provided to the students, there are 
quite a number of skills that need to be performed in order to answer the questions; skills that 
are not necessarily part of traditional exams, at least not in this number.  

Clearly, students need to be able to extract data from tables. But not only that, they also 
have to decide which of the data presented to them did in fact apply to their problem. The 
table was taken out of the company's internet site and left exactly the way one would find it 
there. In reality, students would have to look for the relevant data themselves, and we expect 
them to do the same during the exam.  

You will notice throughout the problem solving tasks how students need to exhibit 
"translation" skills: They frequently have to translate back and forth between verbal 
expressions, graphs, algebraic expressions, and tables. 
 

 

 
Students have to express relationships graphically and, in order to do that on the TI-92, 

they have to find feasible window parameters. This is really a skill that cannot be 
overemphasized, we feel. It ties in closely with the ability to calculate rough estimates and 
make "intelligent guesses" about the outcome of a problem. 
 In question 3, students needed to understand the concepts and the significance of slope 
and y-intercept in order to interpret the graphic solution attained before. 
 By answering the extra credit question, finally, students had to think about the general 
ideas of advertisement and had to discover the strategy behind the offers of that particular 
company. Again, this constitutes an important real-life skill that would benefit a great many 
people had they mastered it in school.  
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2nd TEST 
Type: Open-book exam with TI92 
Time: 100 minutes 
 
1.) max. mobil is currently offering various tariffs for cell phones (see adjunct1). A 

businesswoman calculating her phone costs is looking for the cheapest variant. She knows 
that she places calls to the Austrian phone net about 60% of the time and calls the mobile 
net about 40% of the time, half of which A1 is called, the other half of the calls going to 
max.mobil. 
a) State a general formula for the calculation of the monthly cell-phone costs, using a 

mean time of x minutes a day MO � FR; 7am � 8pm for calls. Choose your own 
variables for the different rates. 

b) Following that, apply the formula to the various rates. 
c) Then calculate the monthly costs for x = 10 minutes at the given tariff rates. Which of 

the tariffs would you choose? 
d) Find an upper and a lower limit for the probable costs if the monthly total length of 

calls varies ± 20% of the time given above. 
e) For which lengths of calls would the costs of 2 tariffs, respectively, be equal? Use the 

facts given earlier. Which tariff would be preferable under which circumstances? 
Discuss your result! 

 
2.) In the adjunct (2) you will find real estate offers from the advertisement section of a 

magazine. Choose at least 8 offers (with a rather small area) and put the data (flat size in 
m² and price of flat) into your data-matrix editor. 
a) Sort the table according to increasing size. Which linear function approximates this 

relationship? Also describe how you represent ordered pairs and functions in the 
graphics window! (Don't forget to mention the window parameters you used.) 

b) What is the mean price per m²  when you buy a house? Which offer do you find 
appealing? Why? In how far does the regression line fall short of representing the true 
relationship or price and size? What would a more realistic function look like? 

c) Predict what size of flat (from � to) you would be able to get at the real estate market 
if you had about 2 million Austrian shillings at your disposal (capital and loans)? At 
least how much money do you need if you want to buy a house with 180m²? Explain 
your answer! 

 
ADJUNCT OF REAL-ESTATE OFFERS !!!   (Appendix B) 
 
SOLUTION GRAPH OF REAL-ESTATE PROBLEM  
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 As mentioned above, the finding of feasible window parameters constitutes an 
important prerequisite to the solution of the problem. The ability to predict approximate 
results was crucial in our problem-solving exams time and again. 
 Here, the slope of the regression line had to be interpreted as the mean price per square 
meter. Please note that students had to think about the range of prices in more than one sense. 
Firstly, they had to interpret the location of the individual offers in relationship to the 
regression line as decision factor whether a place was cheap or expensive in comparison. 
Moreover, secondly, the regression line had to be discussed in terms of its being true to 
reality. Students needed to realize that the closer the line moved to zero, the more impossible 
it was for it to represent actual flat size, and the farther it moved on, the more likely it was for 
the function to level out instead of continuing linearly.  
 In order to answer the last part of question 3, price and size of the apartments had to be 
attributed to the two axes not only for the graph but for the interpretation of it. The minimum 
of m² and the maximum of price had to be represented by vertical / horizontal lines within the 
graph. Again, you can easily see the applicability to a realistic situation in the future of our 
students. 
 
 Let us reiterate that there a quite number of additional pieces of paper that need to 
handed out along with the exams, as the list of advertisements in a real estate magazine above. 
It is on purpose that we didn't extract the relevant information in advance, but that we expect 
students to strengthen and use their competence in that specific area. In the beginning our 
students were taken aback by the unusual amount of information made available to them 
during the exam; after some time, however, they began to get used to the adjuncts. When it 
came to furnishing the school's yard with various ramps for inline skating, they specifically 
mentioned having fun looking through the variety of offers. 
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5th TEST 
Type: Open-book exam with TI 92 
Time:100 minutes 
 
1.) Roller-skate court in Berndorf: 
The outdoor sports grounds of our school are shaped roughly like a right triangle (see 
adjunct 1). Many students want a school facility for skaters. The expenses could be met 
through fund-raising at the school party at the end of the year. 
a) First, calculate the maximum-sized rectangular area in the sports grounds if the soccer 

field remains there, its width being 20m. Document what you put into the TI92 and, in 
addition, explain in your own words how you arrived at the solution. 

b) Use the adjunct (2) advertisement material of skater ramps to propose your design of the 
new skater court. Be aware of the maximum area available to you and keep in mind that 
there has to be enough room for walkways or stands for visitors. Explain both, your design 
and your decisions leading up to it! 

c) Give a rough estimate of what the court will cost all in all, using the adjunct (3) price list. 
Can our school afford your design? (At the last school party we were able to raise about 
ATS 100,000.) 

d) When you take a closer look at the elements "inner corner" and "ramp", the radius of the 
curvature seems rather large in comparison to the heights of the elements. Use the formula    
v = r · ω  , where ω equals the angular velocity. (Angular velocity = Change in angle of 
rotation / time used) What kind of graph do you get for the angular velocity as dependent 
on radius if you can assume a constant speed of the skaters? What does that mean? 

e) Describe the possible movement of a skater in the halfpipe with at least 4 vectors, if the 
skater goes from one end to the other, does a one-eighty, and comes back. Number the 
vectors and label them in their respective positions in a rough sketch. Also: explain in 
your own words! 

 
MAP OF BERNDORF !!!      Appendix C 
DESCRIPTION OF RAMPS !!!     Appendix D 
POSSIBLE COMBINATIONS OF RAMPS !!!   Appendix E 
PRICELIST OF RAMPS !!!     Appendix F 
 
 Our students enjoyed this problem especially because they knew that there was, in 
fact, a discussion going on at our school at the time about such an inline-skate ground. The 
problem of finding the optimal size and prize as related to the appeal of the various ramps 
therefore was a realistic one which they liked to tackle.  
 What was particularly interesting here was the fact that the TI92 made it possible for 
the students to tackle problems concerned with maximum and minimum without the help of 
derivation, which is introduced much later in the course of their studies at high school. In their 
answers we found different approaches to the problem: Some used the table to determin the 
maximum size possible, others looked at the graph. A few students used the maximum 
function of the TI92 and looked directly at the functional term given. 
 One problem I would like to mention here was time: Probably because it was 
interesting to them, students forgot to think about the time they had allotted to that particular 
problem and instead just got into it so deeply that the relation to the rest of the exam was lost 
for some of them. 
 Similarly, it seemed a difficulty, overall, to decide the right level of "intimacy", so to 
speak, with each problem in these new questions. Students will definitely need more time to 
get used to answering the interpretation questions at the right level of accuracy. 
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While we were dealing with problem-solving tasks, their solutions and the 
interpretations thereof, we wanted to show a couple of questions as posed in our Matura this 
past year. It could well give some sort of flavour of the kinds of problems that students can 
tackle at the end of our project. 
 
 

1999/2000 Matura written exam: Mathematics  8B 
 
1.) According to the experience of the Institute for Road Safety, about 22% of the drivers in 

Lower Austria in the evening have a blood alcohol concentration above .8 ppt (parts per 
thousand). Of about 23% of the drivers one can expect a blood alcohol concentration 
between .5 ppt and .8 ppt. We can safely assume that the drivers drank independently 
from each other. 
a) What is the probability of finding 1.) exactly four 2.) at least three in ten tested drivers 

who have a blood alcohol concentration above .8 ppt? 
b) How many drivers do you have to test under the above circumstances to find at least 

one driver whose blood alcohol concentration is above .8 ppt with a probability of no 
less than 95%? 

c) In table 1 (adjunct 1) you can find the results of a large routine alcohol testing of 
drivers done in the city of Graz in 1996. Estimate the relative frequency of those 
drivers with a blood alcohol concentration above .5ppt with a confidence of 95% 
(confidence interval!). Check in how far the above-mentioned results from Lower 
Austria match those of Graz and discuss your findings! 

d) We assume further that the drinking habits of Berndorf's drivers are essentially the 
same as those of other drivers across Lower Austria. After the legal limit of blood 
alcohol concentration had been lowered to .5 ppt, the city police of Berndorf carried 
out alcohol tests one evening. A pessimistic policeman commented that he thought the 
drinking habits of drivers had not changed for the better. In fact, the police found a 
blood alcohol concentration below the legal limit of .5 ppt in 15 out of 20 tested 
drivers. Can you, therefore, discard the pessimist's opinion with an error probability of 
5% or not? What significance does the alcohol testing have, and how would you 
regard the policeman's opinion? 

Document what you calculate with your TI 92 and explain the formulas used in your own 
words. Also discuss the underlying problems of accepting or discarding hypotheses after 
the taking of samples. 

 
 
STATISTICS !!!      Appendix G 
 
 
 One can easily imagine that the students need to be able to read the given text very 
carefully in order to extract the relevant information and translate it into algebraic 
expressions. Once the translation has been done, the calculation is worked out easily and fast 
by the TI92. So, again, the main importance is in understanding and translating into various 
mathematical forms of expression rather than in calculatory skills. 
 When you consider the kinds of statistics done here, you realize at once that problems 
like this one could never be solved within the allotted time without the help of a computer 
algebra system. But in this case there is the additional difficulty of reading the histogram in 
such a way that they can find out the probability which they need to woek out the confidence 
interval.  We considered this question to be important in so far as students have to make a 
connection between the two statistical renditions and to discuss whether and why or why not 
the are, in fact, comparable at all. In this case, for example, you can see that the probability of 
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finding drunk drivers in Lower Austria with a blood alcohol level above .05 percent doesn't fit 
into the respective confidence interval for Graz (the probability of Graz lies under the lower 
limit of the interval).  
 
 

1999/2000 Matura written exam: Mathematics  8B 
 
2.) The oldest building in Pottenstein is an ossary, which is a house for the storage of skeletal 

remains of old. It was built at the end of the 12th century AD and consists of a circular 
chapel room and a semicircular apse, both of which have almost exactly cone-shaped 
roofs (see adjunct 2). 
a) For last year's renovations the restaurateurs had to calculate the floor area of the upper 

prayer room. Extract the measurements from the drawing, choose a useful coordinate 
system, find the circular equations and calculate their intersections. Also find the 
central angles α and β. Consequently calculate the entire floor area of the upper prayer 
room. 

b) Prove the following outstanding geometrical feature of the building: If you lay 
common tangents to the two outer circles (outside walls), then the two diameters 
drawn through the touching points of the smaller outer circle roughly run through the 
respective intersection of each of the two outer circles.  

Document sufficiently and explain the relevant steps in your proceeding! 
 

3.) The integral as limit of upper and lower sums: Prove it for the shaded area of a quarter of 
the circle in the upper story of the ossary! 
• To approximate the area, first build upper and lower sums by dividing the interval into 

5 parts. Explain the formula you use! 
• Choose a finer partition. Which value do upper and lower sums approach and why? 

Find the actual limit and check your work by calculating it in two other, different 
ways. 

• How does the difference between upper and lower sums behave with increasingly finer 
partition? Can you give a reason for your answer? How can you show graphically on 
the TI92 how the upper and lower sums approach their common limit? 

• Use the ossary to exemplify the fact that formulas for the volumes of cone and 
cylinder can be arrived at by integration. Show it generally first, then take the 
measurements of the drawing and apply your findings to the larger cone and the larger 
cylinder (assume idealized shapes). Choose good functions for your exemplification 
and also reason verbally! 

 
MAPS OF OSSARY !!!     Appendix H 
 
 
 The main difficulty here was for students to place the rectangular coordinate system in 
such a way that would allow them to calculate the intercepts of the circles, in contrast to the 
usual kind of geometrical problem where such basic problems are already solved through the 
given coordinates etc. 
 In 3b) the students have to combine visual competence (in reading the given map) with 
handling skills of the TI92 in order to perform an analytical proof. 
 There is a clear advantage in using the TI92 when trying to show how the limits of 
upper and lower sums converge into the definite integral. 
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 Notice that, once more, the students had to come up with the functions' equations as 
well as the limits for the integration before starting to calculate their results. In reading the 
maps, they also have to deal with the handling of a scale and translate the depicted dimensions 
into real ones. 
 Concerning the question of documentation at the end of the problem, I must say that 
students documented their work on the TI92 intuitively to such an extent as was necessary and 
at the same time sufficient for me to understand the steps they were taking to arrive at a 
solution to the respective problem. Of course, the correction of a test like this takes a lot more 
time than the correction of a traditional exam, because you have to take into account the many 
different possible approaches that students may take. 
 Time, of course, is a key problem in general when it comes to introducing new 
methods of teaching and / or assessment. Not only does it take longer for you as a teacher to 
prepare the teaching and the assessment materials but it also takes longer for the students to 
work out their homework, to study for their exams and to solve the problems that they are 
presented with during exams. Consequently, it also takes longer to correct the homework, 
their study results (think of the focus papers!) and their exams. Still, the positive backwash is 
well worth the additional energy you have to put into these alternative methods. 
 
 
TIER 3: FOCUS PAPERS and TESTS OF PRESENTATIONS 
 
During the first part of the year, students were given list of topics from which they could 
choose their focus paper topic. There were two main areas of work: crosscurricular work with 
physics and applied math. Students were expected to  
1) choose a topic 
2) research their topic individually 
3) work out a focus paper (handed in and checked before the presentations)    
4) give a presentation including short summary handouts for colleagues, and 
5) pass a test containing one short question from each focus paper presented 
 
Both presentation and handout were graded as in-class participation, and the students knew in 
advance that they should also provide example problems for school- and home-exercises. 
Here, then, is a list of topics as received by the students (it was handed out at our presentation 
in Portoroz along with all the examples presented so far): 
 
 
LIST OF TOPICS 
A) Mathematics and physics (mainly with the CBR): 
1. There is expansion...  (1): expansion as a function of a number of coins etc. spring 

constant, error calculation, mean, deviation 
2. Tracing a graph...  (3): time � distance � velocity, diagrams, enacting diagrams, 

calculate constant velocity � distance, "where do we meet", calculation of intersections, 
problems concerning movement 

3. A ball keeps rolling... (2): function of height, slanted plane, gravitation, kinetic and 
potential energy 

4. A ball bounces...  (2): slope of a graph, height, velocity, find a maximum, 
adjusting functions 

5. A ball is falling...  (1): experiments involving interconnected functions, quadratic 
functions, parabola, hole in a tin can 

6. Fender benders...  (1): elastic / nonelastic impulse, laws of reflection, friction 
(different surfaces) 

7. There's ups and downs  (1): duration of oscillation, function 
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B) Mathematics and economics (mainly with the help of our partners at the local bank) 
1. The value of a car decreases... (1): model for tax deductions, calculation of remaining 

value, taxes, concurrence with the actual loss in value 
2. Financing a car...   (1): models for leasing, calculation supported by tables 
3. What to do with an old flat (1): selling or renting, the real estate market, state- and 

other funds 
4. What can I afford?  (1): banks' checking finances, planning expenses, 

calculation supported by tables 
5. Growing up   (1): models of retirement funds, ways of saving money 
6. We need more money than we have (1): loans, additional expenses, balancing your 

account 
7. We have more money than we need (1): ways of saving 
8. Stock "exchangers", gamblers and gifted mathematicians (1): the stock exchange, 

ways of planning ahead, charts, adjusting and analyzing of functions 
9. Currencies...   (1): foreign currencies, -loans, the Euro 
 
 

To a large extent  students worked alone (some in pairs) and were very successful in their 
individual research efforts (+ integration of parents: brochures, advertisements, help in 
construction of material for groupwork / open learning) There was an extensive amount of 
cross-curricular activities, especially as our students had to read up on issues in physics and 
mathematics with their resources largely being literature in English. 

Many students conducted their own experiments with the CBR extension of the TI92. 
They did, of course, receive some help from our side but the main bulk of preparation and 
execution was done by them. We believe that not many adolescents have worked with 
practical experiments in as much detail as our students have during their work on the focus 
papers.  

In addition to this unusual practical emphasis, extensive work with theory (physics and 
economics) had to be done by the participants of the project. In this area it was, once more, 
important to be able to extract relevant information, although we did try to help students 
narrow down their search by pointing them in the right direction as often as possible. We felt 
that they not only mastered the problem of gathering material from a wide range of sources 
but that they were proud of their achievement as well. Some students actually constructed 
material for open learning including the TI92.  

Generally speaking, the focus papers went well beyond our expectations in both scope and 
accuracy (only 2-3 did not).  

Similarly, the presentations were better than we had anticipated: Students talked for 2-3 
hours (we had told them we expected 20-30 minutes), and although many were nervous in the 
beginning (esp. with the video camera in the back of the classroom) they grew with the 
responsibility of having to explain subject matter to their peers. A surprisingly extensive use 
of different media (OHP, projector, slides) turned out to make the presentations both lively 
and interesting to the rest of the class. The presenters sometimes even organized groupwork to 
be done by their colleagues. These additional attempts were, of course, fully supported and 
helped by the teachers. 

The handouts, another requirement for the presenters, were overall of high quality and 
good structure, which constituted a clear basis for studying for the tests. The tests were rather 
short compared to the problem solving exams, and the questions pertained to material 
presented by the students to each other (see example below). 
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6th TEST 
Type: Questions related to student presentations of the second semester; 
          without TI92 
Time: 20 minutes 
 
Mathematics and Economics 
1.) Investing money 

The income of a small family (3 people) amounts to 35,000 ATS. Approximately 5,000 ATS can be set 
aside for the education and future living expenses of the 10-year-old son. How would you invest? 
According to which rule, and why? 
............................................ 
............................................ 
............................................ 
 

2.) The stock market 
• Graph the way of a company towards being officially listed at the stock exchange in a 

flowchart! 
• You want to invest 20,000 ATS in shares of Coca-Cola (or Austria Tabak). How do you 

proceed? 
O    20,000 ATS are invested all at once 
O    2,000 ATS (or a similar amount) are invested each month 
O    you observe the value of the shares over a period of time and whenever it is low 
you invest a few thousand 
O    you observe the value of the shares over a period of time and invest all money at 
the first low. 

• What is a cost-average-effect? 
 ............................................ 
3.) Loans 

You take out a loan of 1.5 million ATS to buy a flat, and you want to pay it off within the next 20 years. 
Draw a possible graph of the amount of money you owe depending on time if you keep paying constant 
rates. 
The effective interest rate is ..................... than the interest rate of the loan and includes 
................................ 
For a hypothecate loan a ............................................ is used as security for 
............................................ 
The most expensive loan is ............................................ 
The differences between a foreign currency loan and one in ATS are 
.............................................................. 
.................................................................................................................................................
............................ 
The differences between leasing and loan are ............................................ 

4.) Financial retirement plans 
The problem of pensions being paid by the state has been connected closely to the development of the 
population pyramid over the last century. The significant points are: ............................................................... 
.................................................................................................................................................
............................ 
The advantage of an insurance (of life or death) as retirement plan is 
............................................, the disadvantage being ............................................ 
............................................ will guarantee a high level of security and immediate access. 
Using an investment fund grants additional security through 
...........................................................................; 
but the interest rate is ............................................ because ............................................ 
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5.) Living quarters 
Estimate the amounts of family's  (parents 40-45 years old, 2 kids 10-16 years old) income and cost of living 
(incl. furnishing, paying back loans, etc).  
The costs for a house (or a flat) depend on 
......................................................................................................... 
.................................................................................................................................................
............................ 

6.) Some vocabulary and abbreviations: Explain these words! 
• building loan  
• giro account 
• solvency 
• dividend 

 
Mathematics and Physics 
7.) A rolling ball 

If you use the CBR to record a rolling ball on a slanted board, the form of the curve is .................................. 
because ............................................ 
With increasing slope of the board, the absolute value of acceleration affecting the rolling 
Ball ......................... and is ............................................ at 90°. 

8.) Inclined throw 
Tennisballs that are thrown with the same force but at different angles can reach more or less far. Briefly 
explain the diagram and attribute an angle that makes sense to you to each of the parabolas. 
 
PICTURE OF INCLINED THROW GRAPHS !!! 

 
 
Sketch a possible graph of the function representing throw distance as dependent on throw 
angle! 
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The tests all yielded positive results (no Ds or Fs), but there were also only few As. We 
therefore assumed that the tests had not been too difficult or too easy.  
 
 In conlusion, we would like to point out that our three-tier model of assessment not 
only yielded satisfactory results in the subject area of mathematics, but that there were in fact 
many other positive results to be observed. Again referring to Dr. Heugl's talk, we believe that 
the kind of teaching and examining as proposed in our project fostered all four areas of 
competence that should ideally be attained in school: Subject competence, it could be 
argued, was even greater because students were more intimately involved in the process of 
presentation thereof. They proved a respectable level of understanding throughout the 
different kinds of exam. But whereas this subject-centered competence is also learned in the 
traditional teaching and assessment, our students also exhibited a growing methodological 
competence through independent accumulation of information, productive usage of 
information, skilled usage of heuristic strategies, choice of appropriate media, adequate 
presentation techniques and systematic practice and repetition (comp. Heugl). In addition to 
that, students' social competence was definitely added to by the need for communication and 
cooperation skills which pervaded the project but were especially called for during the 
presentation and test-preparation phase of the focus papers. Last but not lease, we believe that 
a three-tier model of assessment like ours will also foster students' personal competence in 
that they have to display independence, self confidence, self evaluation, motivation, 
willingness to perform, language competence, and logical thought processes (comp. Heugl). 
 

All in all, students perceived this kind of math class as very different to traditional 
teaching; to them, the focus papers constituted the main difference, and their reactions to the 
whole project were largely positive despite the additional workload in comparison to the 
regular classes.  

On a final note, we would like to foresee another main advantage in the future of the 
students in the poject classes: They should be well prepared to tackle the great Matura 
examinations at the end of their school career. The project is a preparation for Matura in so far 
as the focus papers approximate the so-called "Fachbereichsarbeiten", the given topics 
prepare the way for meaningful crosscurricular oral exams, and the competence in speaking in 
front of other people as well as the presentation skills gathered during the project will be 
readily accessible during the oral exams.  

 
At the end of our talk in Portoroz we showed the audience a short video film put together 

by the students during and after the focus paper presentations. We will try to make it possible 
for you to download the video clip onto your computer. It should be largely self-explanatory 
and give you an impression of students' work. 

 
Should you have any further questions or comments or if you are planning (or finishing) a 

project similar to ours, please don't hesitate to contact either of us via email. We would very 
much like to hear from you! 
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